
Photo above by our LP driver Tim Bieze, taken February 2019.
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Our wet fall and cold temperatures delayed 
harvest, and moisture levels have been much 
higher than usual on crops coming out of the 
field. In addition, our neighboring states, which 
are typically harvesting ahead of our area, were 
still harvesting and drying crops at the same 
time as Wisconsin. Experts tend to refer to this 
as a perfect storm or maybe not so perfect 
from our view. Propane suppliers throughout 
Wisconsin and neighboring states struggle 
to keep supply on hand and some marketers 
had to make the decisions to fill home heat 
or dryers for the farms. The decision of where 
to deliver is a difficult one but as I write this 
article, we have had enough supply and have 
not had to make the decision to stop our dryer 
gas customers from running. 

Propane supply issues are not about shortages but are more 
about the high demand in drying and heating at the same 
time. On paper there is an ample supply of propane. Allied’s 
transportation department waits in terminal lines when needed 
and works closely with our team to keep our delivery drivers 
rolling. While it has been a challenging start to the propane 
season, I am proud of the entire LP and transportation team 
for their efforts.

By Dianne Dallmann
Director of Propane
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What a year! 2019 was my first official year as CEO of Allied 
Cooperative and a more challenging one I can’t imagine. 
Our co-op faced uncontrollable external challenges that 
were only overcome by diligent management and hard 
work on the part of our staff and management team. 

Our feed division went into the year still trying to bounce back from the downward trend 
in the dairy industry. While farms of all sizes were caught in the conflict between low prices 
for milk and high farm operating costs, your co-op has had to weather the loss of herds and 
cheapening of rations as dairy farmers have struggled to make ends meet. The difficulties in 
this industry continued throughout 2019 with more than 300 Wisconsin dairy farms being shut 
down between January and May. Dairy analysts are calling for 2020 to be a recovery year and 
we are hopeful that that is the case.

The winter of 2019 was the hardest one we’ve seen in years…maybe ever. From a cold snap 
that reached dangerously low temperatures to snowfall that totaled nearly 3 feet in just 30 days; 
it was a challenging and stressful season for our LP department. The LP team worked hard to 
manage the increased demand, ensuring that everyone’s needs were met.

The wet, snowy winter led to issues for our agronomy division. Heavy snowpack created problems 
with barge traffic on the Mississippi River and the grower’s ability to get in the fields. A record-
setting wet spring resulted in one of the most challenging and latest starts to the growing 
season the industry has experienced in a long time. Logistically it was a very challenging one 
for us as a retailer, as we faced significant hurdles in sourcing product. Not to be deterred, our 
agronomy team jumped through hoops to ensure that we did not run out of product, and I am 
pleased to say that we were able to keep our members supplied throughout the growing season.

With all the challenges we experienced early in the year, we faced another challenge with a 
late start to harvest, which was about three weeks later than usual. Then an abnormally wet 
fall hindered the ability to harvest the crops. To top it off the crops that were harvested were of 
higher moistures than average and needed more drying—which was frustrating to farmers, 
and created logistical challenges for our LP department that worked overtime to keep the 
grain dryers running. At the same time a cold snap set-in resulting in increased demand for 
LP from our home heating customers. All in all this caused our governor to declare an energy 
emergency. But while some of our competitors have had LP supply issues, thus far we have 
been able to meet all of our customer demands.

It was just one challenge after another all year long, but I am proud of the way our team 
performed. Day after day they stepped up to the plate and did what was required to get 
the job done. There will be more challenges ahead. John C. Maxwell said, “Success is due 
to stretching to the challenges of life. Failure comes when we shrink from them.” We will 
continue to stretch ourselves with a goal of becoming an even stronger cooperative, creating 
long-term value for each of our stakeholders. Thank you for your continued support. We look 
forward to serving you in 2020!

Sincerely,

Timothy Clemens, CEO
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ADAMS 
ADMINISTRATION OFFICE /  
LP GAS / FUEL 
540 S Main St • PO Box 729 
Adams, WI 53910 
608.339.3394 / 800.247.5679 
www.allied.coop
AGRONOMY / GRAIN 
251 Railroad St Adams, WI 53910 
608.339.3698 / 800.331.3073 (Agronomy) 
608.339.0357 (Grain)
CENEX PUMP 24 
451 S Main St Adams, WI 53910 
608.339.3626
NAPA AUTO PARTS 
540 S Main St Adams, WI 53910 
608.339.6412

ARCADIA
OFFICE / LP / FUEL / OIL 
AUTO SERVICE CENTER 
N28281 State Rd 93 Arcadia, WI 54612 
608.323.3311
AGRONOMY / FEED 
245 Van Buren St Arcadia, WI 54612 
608.323.2144 (Agronomy) 
608.323.3818 (Feed)

BLAIR 
EAST GRAIN PLANT 
1015 E Broadway St Blair, WI 54661 
608.989.2298
WEST GRAIN PLANT 
420 N Park Rd Blair, WI 54661 
608.989.2335

GALESVILLE 
AGRONOMY 
W19801 Winnebago Rd  
Galesville, WI 54630 
608.582.4711

MAUSTON 
AGRONOMY / FEED / GRAIN /  
TRANSPORTATION  
N3709 LL Townline Rd  
Mauston, WI 53948 
608.847.6006 (Agronomy) 
608.847.6896 (Feed)  
608.847.5212 (Grain) 
608.847.1642 (Transportation)
MAUSTON TIRE SHOP /  
NAPA AUTO PARTS /  
SAFETY & COMPLIANCE 
310 Prairie St Mauston, WI 53948 
608.847.1640 (Tire Shop) 
608.847.7501 (NAPA) 
608.339.3394 Ext 320 (Safety)

MINDORO 
MINDORO COUNTRY STORE 
N8319 Cty Rd C Mindoro, WI 54644 
608.857.3414

PLAINFIELD 
PEST PROS 
10086 1st St Plainfield, WI 54966 
715.335.4046

PLOVER 
AGRONOMY 
4809 Monroe Ave Plover, WI 54467 
715.345.1955 / 715.498.2767 (Cell)

TOMAH 
DOWNTOWN OFFICE / LP 
TOMAH COUNTRY STORE & FEED  
711 Fair St Tomah, WI 54660 
608.372.2458 / 800.338.6624
AGRONOMY / GRAIN 
10533 Estate Rd Tomah, WI 54660 
608.372.2090

WEST SALEM 
OFFICE LP GAS / FUEL /  
ACE HARDWARE  
570 Commerce St  
West Salem, WI 54669 
608.786.1100 / 800.657.5189  
(Office/LP/Fuel) 
608.786.4141 (Ace Hardware)
AGRONOMY / FEED / GRAIN  
165 S Mill St  
West Salem, WI 54669 
608.786.1103 (Agronomy)  
608.786.1102 (Feed)  
608.786.4154 (Grain)

WISCONSIN RAPIDS 
GRAIN PLANT 
3990 Commerce Dr  
Wis Rapids, WI 54494 
715.423.3000

If you would like to be removed from 
our mailing list, or you have received 
duplicate copies of this newsletter, 
please call the Administration Office 
listed above, or email info@allied.coop.

ALLIED COOPERATIVE LOCATIONS
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ALLIED COOPERATIVE TEAMS UP WITH LAND O’ LAKES 
TO SUPPORT LOCAL FOOD PANTRIES
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Allied Cooperative and Land O’Lakes 
joined together to donate a total of 
$26,000 to area food pantries. 
Allied Cooperative made their donation in 
conjunction with a corporate match program 
through the Land O’Lakes Foundation called 
“Feeding Our Communities.” Pantries in Adams-
Friendship, Arcadia, Black River Falls, Blair, 
Galesville, Mauston, Montello, Necedah, Plainfield, 
Plover, Tomah, West Salem and Wisconsin Dells/
Baraboo were recipients of the funds with $2,000 
going to each pantry.

Hunger is a real problem for many Wisconsin 
families. A recent study from Second Harvest 
Food Bank showed that 1 in 6 Wisconsin children 
face hunger.  Hunger is also a real issue for our 
senior adults living on a fixed income.  A majority 
of pantry goers live in a household that brings in 



Don’t just get through 
winter. Own it.
A more complete additive package for a more complete 
burn, so you can stay on top even at 30° below.
It’s time once gain to take steps to protect your diesel-powered 
equipment from harsh winter weather. Cenex® Winterized 
Premium Diesel Fuels are exactly what you need—from moderate 
temperatures to extreme winter cold and everything in between. 

The full line up of Cenex Winterized Premium Diesel  
Fuels includes:
Cenex Wintermaster® Premium Diesel is formulated with an 
operability of –30° F and a cold filter plugging point (CFPP) of –55° 
F. Cenex Wintermaster is specifically formulated for the demands of 
diesel-powered equipment in the most extreme winter conditions.
Cenex Roadmaster XL® and Ruby Fieldmaster® Seasonally Enhanced 
Premium Diesel Fuels are formulated for moderate climates and 
provide outstanding shoulder season flexibility. Cenex Seasonally 
Enhanced Premium Diesel Fuels deliver a cold filter plugging point 
(CFPP) of -25° F.
#1 Diesel Fuel with Cenex Premium Diesel Fuel Additive is used to 
blend down your Cenex Premium Diesel Fuel tanks during transition 
from summer to fall/winter, helping ensure additives remain at 
proper levels. Ideal for blending down bulk tanks, retail fueling site 
tanks and customer storage tanks.
 Plus, like all Cenex Premium Diesel Fuels, Cenex Winterized Premium 
Diesel Fuels are enhanced with special additives designed for new 
diesel engines.  These advanced additives help prevent common 
problems associated with using standard diesel, including injector 
failure, clogged filters, reduced efficiency, power loss, poor starting, 
closely repairs and even engine failures.
Cenex Winterized Premium Diesel benefits include:
• Cold weather operability of –30° F*.
• Comes with a more complete, terminally injected additive package
• De-icers and demulsifiers to reduce moisture related problems 
• Provides quicker, more reliable starts with a higher  
 cetane number.**
Above claims are in comparison to an untreated #2 diesel fuel. 
*Cenex Wintermaster® blend only.
**#1 ultra low sulfur diesel (ULSD) offers less power than #2 ULSD due to lower 
 BTU content.

You’ll also be happy to know that if your agricultural equipment 
is enrolled in the Cenex Total Protection Plan® warranty 

program, you can use Cenex Winterized Premium Diesel 
Fuels—giving you great winter performance along 

with your great warranty protection.
So, whether you work in the field or travel 
the open road, don’t be left out in the cold. 
Please contact the fuels department for 
more information about the full line of Cenex 

Winterized Premium Diesel Fuel.  

ROB HUTCHENS
Certified Energy 
Specialist Manager
608.547.4384

   
 

RUSS BORTZ
Certified Energy 
Specialist
608.780.8614

   
 

RICH KARPINSKI
Certified Energy 
Specialist
608.403.1178

Call Allied Cooperative 
at 800-247-5679 or
one of our specialists 
directly at:

by Rob Hutchens

Now is a great time to consider locking in your 
fuel prices for the upcoming spring season or 
for the entire year.  Contracting is a great risk 
management tool that can help control your fuel 
costs especially during these volatile times with 
fuel prices constantly jumping up and down.

FUEL CONTRACTING

For a small down payment or a full 
prepay, your price can be locked-in and 
you can have the peace of mind of no 
longer worrying about when to buy.  You 
will know your price ahead of time.  This 
allows you to know what your input costs 
are ahead of time, affording you the time 
to focus on running and growing your 
business. No more time is spent trying 
to “outguess” the market.  

If you’ve never taken a look at what 
contracting your fuel looks like, please 
consider doing so.  Now is the time.  
Historically, mid-January through the 
end of February is an excellent time to 
look at locking in your price.  Every year 
is a little different, so call one of the 
Certified Energy Specialists and discuss 
buying options.  We can offer you some 
guidance with market information, so 
you can come up with the best strategy 
for your operation.  

Contact any of the energy offices to 
speak with someone on current pricing 
or contact one of our Certified Energy 
Specialists, Russ Bortz, Rich Karpinski, or  
Rob Hutchens.  
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TIME FOR THE 
DECISION IN 
PRECISION

By Oliver Raboin,  
Precision Ag Manager

It’s that time of the year again, the soybeans 
are harvested, the corn is mostly off and people 
are recovering from another holiday season. 
Just as we feasted on a smorgasbord of special 
foods during the holiday season, we must not 
forget that our soil health would like a feast of 
its own. A delicious helping of P and K. 

Allied Cooperative is positioned better than 
ever to help not only replenish lacking nutrients, but place them where they 
can be utilized the best. With the use of VRT (variable rate technology), we 
can take soil sample results, yield data and even in-season imagery to create 
a variable rate prescription to efficiently place nutrients where they can give 
you the best return on your investment. 

Now is the time to sit down with Allied’s agronomists and go over the plans, 
with our 2019 soil sample results, and start creating those VRT spreading maps 
to give your farm a head start when it comes to this upcoming spring. 

Planning for the 2020 crop season starts right now. Unlike the first of May, the 
winter months give us time to strategically plan out how we will farm each 
acre. Starting with seed selections, Allied Cooperative agronomists utilize data 
driven seed recommendations to help you put the correct hybrids on every acre, 
helping to ensure you get the best value for your investment. 

We then turn to selecting the proper fertilizers, in the correct rates. With crop 
removal calculators, soil sample results and crop rotations we can begin to plan 
for how we intend to ‘feed’ our crops. Allied’s agronomy and precision teams 
are ready to assist in helping to feed your crops adequately with not only the 

use of VRT on our fall P+K, but also in-season with Nitrogen. 

VRN (variable rate nitrogen) is a technique that is being used all over 
the country to apply Nitrogen in different amounts throughout the 

field, based on the yield potential in each specific part of the 
field. Allied’s agronomy advisors are prepared to help you put 
one of your most expensive inputs on certain parts of the 
field in a manner that will help you decrease input costs, 
while increasing outputs. Give your agronomy advisor a call 
and ask how VRN can make a difference on your farm!  

WHY DO INVENTORY ON FEED?
by Terry Wilker 
Dairy Production Specialist

“We have the same amount of piles and bales as we 
always do, why should I be worried about inventory?” 
This year, the piles and inventories are lower than ever 
going into winter. The feed put up has been lower quality 
compared to other years as well. I have been looking 
closely at inventories in recent weeks and am finding 

that we are going to just make it to new crop haylage at best case scenario. If you 
haven’t done an inventory of your feedstuffs yet, this is the best time do one. We 
have sales staff that will help you with this if needed. Do not wait! Now is the time 
to take inventory and put a plan in place.  

WOOD FUEL PELLETS AVAILABLE
Allied Cooperative now sells Dejno’s wood fuel pellets. These 
fuel pellets contain no additives, burn clean, exceed 8,000 BTU’s 
and are very energy efficient.  Stop by our Ace Hardware in West 
Salem, the Mindoro Country Store or the Tomah Country Store 
and stay warm this winter!   

CropLife 100
Allied Cooperative was listed as #51 on the CropLife 100 list of the nation’s 
largest ag retailers.  The list was published in CropLife’s December 2019 issue.  

ATTENTION 
YIELD CONTEST PARTICIPANTS!

If you participated in Allied Cooperative’s 2019 Yield 
Contest, you are not going to want to miss our annual 
Yield Banquet!  This year’s banquets will be held on January 
28th in Mauston and January 29th in Holmen, and will 
feature agriculture comedian Jerry Carroll. 
Jerry Carroll found comedy growing up on his family’s farm in Willow Spring, 
NC. From the time he could walk, he joined his father and uncle to farm 
tobacco, corn, small grain, soybeans, cattle, and hogs. Spending 14 hours a 
day in a tractor cab gave Jerry plenty of time to think about his life’s dream 
of making people laugh.

Everywhere he goes, he leaves audiences roaring with laughter.  Jerry has 
opened concerts for music artists such as Michael Bolton, Patty Loveless, Lyle 
Lovett, and Larry Gatlin and has performed from coast to coast in the U.S. 
and throughout Canada. He’s even hosted two TV shows on the Sportsman 
Channel: Fishing for Laughs and Amazing America with Sarah Palin.

Watch your mail for your invitation and RSVP 
to save your spot at this special event.  
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RON DEMARS
Director of Credit
608.339.3394  
ext 2258

   
 

GERRY FANTA
Ag Loan Manager
608.372.2090
ext 1101

   
 

STEVE LISNEY
Assistant  
Credit Manager
608.786.1100
ext 4424

Call Allied Cooperative 
at 800-247-5679 or
one of our specialists 
directly at:

FINANCING OPTIONS FOR 2020 CROP INPUTS
Again this growing season, we would like to remind our customers to please include crop input financing 
in your spring planning. Having a plan on how the co-op will be paid for products and services that you will 
need this spring is now a requirement. The options will be as follows: 

1. Prepayment prior to the season. Payment is made prior to the season either by your own cash flow, a loan with your bank/
lender or a loan with one of Allied Cooperative’s lenders. Many of our customers already take advantage of this option and the savings 
offered for doing so. Your salesperson can help you with the planning for product with prepay savings. 

2. Use of Allied Cooperative’s credit terms. This option is available to all customers that have maintained a current balance 
in previous planting seasons. If you did not maintain a current balance in previous seasons you will be contacted about Allied loan 
options for 2020 as in option #3. 
PLEASE NOTE: Allied Cooperative’s credit policy states “All agronomy input orders for delivery or pick-up by customers with a negative 
history with Allied Cooperative must be prepaid or be paid in cash at the time of the order or pick-up.

3. PREPAY BY LOAN: If you plan to pay your 2020 crop input expenses AFTER the crop is sold and if you have purchased product 
and services on the monthly open account in the past and have at any time had a past due balance, you will be required to have a 
loan in place to pay for planting inputs each month. This is an agreement you need to have with a private Ag Lender or with one of 
Allied Cooperatives loan options. The cooperative, as your supplier, is then paid monthly for products and services provided through 
your loan program; saving you interest expense and maintaining a current account balance with Allied Cooperative. Your loan is repaid 
when you sell the crop. Your agronomy sales person will assist you with your seed, fertilizer and chemical quotes needed for the loan. 
They will also arrange to have Gerry Fanta provide the co-op’s loan information to you.

In the last few years we have had a substantial growth in the number of Allied customers taking advantage of the financing options 
offered by your cooperative. Part of this increase in customer lending is due to the enforcement of the co-op’s policy. Purchasing your 
inputs on your account with the intent to pay in the fall or when the crop is sold is NOT an option. There are no provisions for long 
term financing in the co-op’s credit policy. It should not be assumed by any co-op customer that having a monthly charge account 
with Allied Cooperative is automatic permission to use it as seasonal financing.

If you do not have a plan to finance or prepay for your spring inputs, please contact Gerry Fanta at  
608-547-8308 to go over Allied’s loan programs. 

Allied Cooperative has affiliated with three Ag Loan companies to offer you several good options to finance your crop inputs. We can 
offer loan programs through Cooperative Credit Company, CHS Capital and Cooperative Finance Association. All of the programs have 
slightly different options/features that should give you a good choice to obtain a loan that will fit your operation. The loan programs offer 
competitive interest rates, quick response to application processing and a limited amount of paperwork to complete their loan process. 

John Deere Financial (Farmplan) and Rabo AgriFinance. Many of our suppliers have financing programs available for their 
seed and chemical products that are sold by Allied Cooperative. If you have used their programs in the past and have maintained your 
account with them, in most cases, this option is available to you without any additional paperwork. If you would like to establish an account 
with either John Deere Financial or Rabo AgriFinance, we would be glad to assist you with their applications.

TruChoice Financing for your chemical purchases is also an option again this year.  
Allied Cooperative can assist you with financing your Dow/DuPont chemicals through TruChoice. 

We can also help redeem any earned Corteva Cash that you have earned by submitting a qualifying  
purchase. Please take advantage of these financing options that may meet your needs for this planting  
season. Allied Cooperative is happy to be able to offer these options and Gerry Fanta would be happy to 
present these loan programs to you. 



by Rich Dahlke, 
Grain Merchandiser

The 2019 crop year will stick in my memory for 
a long time. Planting delays, harvest delays, 
record amounts of prevent plant acres, trade 
wars and uncertainty over USDA reports made 
for a unsettling year. Many areas are still 
struggling to wrap up harvest, and already 
2020 acreage speculation is underway.

Many analysts are placing 2020 corn acreage 
at about 94 million acres. That would be a four million acre increase over 
last year. Sounds bearish, right? Maybe not. How many of you think the 
USDA is over estimating the 2019 crop? Many areas are seeing significant 
reductions in crop quality. 11% of the U.S. corn crop is still waiting to be 
harvested when we should be at 99%. The USDA is treating these bushels 
as on farm storage. Is that a true representation? The truth is we may 
need those acres.

The USDA has the corn carryout for 2019-20 at 1.91 billion bushels. That 
is the amount of corn that doesn’t have a home. It is down slightly from 
last year but it is still a big number. It is very early to speculate on what 
the carryout will be next year at this time. I don’t even want to try. I don’t 
want to sound overly optimistic but I don’t know how long the USDA can 
ignore the quality and condition the crop is in.  A lot of the models and 
history we have for a late planted—delayed harvest—low test weight 

crop would indicate that the 2019 crop should shrink. This reduction in 
yield may not come next month or the month after, but nine months 
from now we may see a significant reduction in ending stocks due to crop 
quality and the overall adversity the crop saw in 2019. That extra four 
million acres may just fill in that gap.

Hopefully its not all doom and gloom for this years crop but simply waiting to 
see what happens is not always a good business plan. The biggest question 
we get this time of year is, “ What do I do with the corn have in storage 
now?” One option Allied Co-op offers comes to mind. The Basis Contract.

 Basis is usually weak at harvest. During this time of the year, elevators 
and terminal markets usually have little trouble finding enough grain 
to fill their needs which takes its toll on basis. This year is different from 
most because we are seeing some very strong basis levels at harvest. That 
does not happen very often. When basis is strong, a basis contract allows 
you to lock in that basis level and lock in a more attractive futures price at 
a later date intern giving you a better cash price.  Another major benefit 
to doing a basis contract is it gives you a 70% advance on the value of your 
grain up front so you have cash to use for whatever you need right now and 
eliminates storage costs. Basically it pays you a large portion of what your 
grain is worth now and allows you to stay in the market through the spring 
and early summer months when the grain prices are seasonally the best. 
There are no fees or costs associated with doing this contract. Don’t hesitate 
to call the Allied grain team to get more info. We can help you through it 
so there are no surprises, except hopefully a higher price for your grain.  

MARKETING YOUR 2019 CROP

“ Failure is not fatal, but failure to change might be.” John Wooden

Allied Cooperative is pleased to offer its customers an exciting new 
program called Bayer PLUS Rewards. More than just a rewards program, 
Bayer’s broad portfolio of high-performance products is built to help 
you meet your toughest challenges with more choice, flexibility and 
simplicity than ever. There’s no need to keep track of paperwork; they 
do the heavy lifting so you can focus on your operation. Simply choose 
the products that are right for your farm—and earn rewards on eligible 
purchases along the way. For more information on this program, 
go to https://www.aghost.net/images/e0067101/
BayerPlusRewards.pdf or scan the QR code below with 
your smartphone. Contact your sales agronomist for  
further details. 
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CULTIVATE A MORE  
PROFITABLE SEASON!



 Continued from page 3 ...
 Continued from page 1 ...PROPANEFOOD PANTRY

Allied Cooperative recently helped deliver a big check to one of our 
customers—and we do mean big. The check was delivered to Dan 
Weltzien of Arcadia, WI, by Russ Bortz, Certified Energy Specialist 
for Allied Cooperative. The check represents the amount of money 
paid for a claim submitted under the Cenex Total Protection 
Plan® program. 

Weltzien received a check for $9,200 to cover repairs to a Case 
IH tractor covered under the Cenex Total Protection Plan, which 
extends beyond manufacturers’ warranties to provide valuable 
coverage to farmers who use premium Cenex fuels and lubricants. 

It covers new equipment for up to 10 years or 10,000 hours and used equipment for up to 8 years 
or 8,000 hours, with no deductible. 

“The coverage on this plan is unbelievable. The response was fast and there were no questions asked,” 
says Weltzien, who has a new tractor enrolled in the plan, which at the time, still had break-in oil in 
it.  Dan has been using the Cenex product line since the merger with Allied Cooperative.  “I’ve been 
using Cenex lubricants and fuels for approximately four years. When you have a quality program 
that reduces repairs and downtime, backed by great service, you stick with it”.

“I haven’t had to overhaul an engine or replace an injection pump on any tractor that has used Cenex 
lubricants from day one,” says Weltzien. 

“This is the best warranty in the industry,” said Bortz. “The claims process is very easy, particularly 
since there is no burden of proof as to the cause of the repairs. Considering the big investment 
farmers make in their equipment, and the high cost of repairs, there’s no reason not to be on this 
plan.” As the check we recently delivered proves, the Cenex Total Protection Plan can be a great way 
to get big coverage with little hassle.  Contact the Allied fuel department today and let them help 
you determine the right energy products and protection for all your equipment.  

Total Protection Plan Pays Big 
for Allied Customer
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With stressed supply and demand, higher prices tend to 
follow. I have talked with many customers concerned 
about how they can avoid price increases. One of the 
best ways we can prevent seasons from overlapping is 
by summer-filling, all tanks giving our patrons a full 
tank to start the season when pricing is at historical 
lows. If your propane tank is at 50% or less, we will 
come fill your tank in the summer. To make sure you 
don’t miss out on summer-fill pricing, contact your 
local office and request to be placed on a re-occurring 
summer-fill program.  

Allied offers our patrons options to protect themselves 
from winter price spikes with our guaranteed price 
program (prepay). With this program, the customer 
pays for a predetermined amount of propane at a locked 
price during summer months to be delivered September 
through April. Our budget program gives our customer 
a locked price with a monthly payment plan based on 
historical usage. A mailing is sent out each year in June 
explaining our programs and sign up dates. When you 
receive our brochure please feel free to contact one of 
our offices to speak with a representative that can help 
you find the best fit for your budget.

Mark your calendar to regularly check 
your propane supply
Make sure to check your gauge regularly throughout 
the winter and call your local office when your tank 
reaches 20-30 percent. This will give us ample time to 
route one of our trained drivers to your tank location.

Important safety Tips
Make sure everyone in your house knows what propane 
smells like and has a plan in case of a leak. If you smell 
gas, immediately put out all smoking materials and 
other open flames. Do not operate lights, appliances, 
telephones, or cell phones. Get everyone away from the 
home or area where you suspect gas is leaking. If safe 
to do so, close or shut off the main gas supply valve by 
turning it to the right (clockwise). Call your propane 
provider immediately from a safe place to report the 
leak. If you cannot reach someone, call 911. Do not 
return to the area until a qualified person tells you it 
is safe to do so.

For more information or to order LP, contact the 
LP office closest to your home. In Arcadia, call 
(608) 323-3311.  In Adams, call (608) 339-3394. 
In Tomah, call (608) 372-2458.  In West Salem, 
call  (608) 786-1100.  

less than $20,000 per year, but have someone in 
the house that works at least 30 hours per week.  
People without access to enough money have to 
make tough choices between paying for food or 
basics like housing, utilities, transportation and 
medical care. 

Representatives from each of the pantries 
shared how significant the donation was to 
their organization. 

We were pleased to be part of helping feed 
our communities, but the real heroes are 
those who give of their time and energy week 
after week to help feed the hungry in our 
communities. Their efforts are so important 
and greatly appreciated.  



Keys to a Successful Transition Period 
By Katie Murphy,Livestock Production Specialist

The transition period for a cow or heifer is the most crucial stage 
because it’s the foundation for what the rest of her lactation builds 
from. If it begins with issues such at ketosis, metritis, milk fever, 
retained placentas, or other setbacks, this will not only cost the farm 
money in lost production and treatments to get her back on track, 
but she will not reach her lactation peak as quickly. 

Here are a few items that greatly impact transition cow success:  
COW COMFORT, STRESS MANAGEMENT AND NUTRITION 
Cow comfort is essential in a successful transition cow program. Having a clean, dry and adequate size 
space for laying is essential. Appropriate stall size varies by breed, but adequate dimensions can be found 
on the Dairyland Initiative website. Water access also plays a large role; a cow should ideally have 3 linear 
inches of water space. Having two water access points is also a good idea to help avoid boss cow issues and 
overcrowding in the summer. Even though it’s not an issue now, in the summer heat abatement is a huge 
factor in determining transition success. Adequate fans, soaker lines, and water availability are crucial to avoid 
heat stress effects. Another area that can be overlooked during the dry period is foot health. If possible, it’s 
a good idea to run them through the foot bath during the dry period or incorporate a mineral that contains 
elements to help prevent digital dermatitis. A cow can walk and stand better without hoof problems; therefore, 
she’ll be able to stand longer at the bunk and obtain adequate amounts of water in order to milk her best. 

Many of these cow comfort items play into reducing stress. A couple aspects to consider are pen 
moves and bunk space. Pen moves should not occur within 7 days before calving. When a cow is moved 
into a new pen, there are two days of stress before she is worked into the group of cows. Another tactic to 
reduce stress with pen moves is to move a group of cows. Selecting a group of 10 or more cows to move at a 
time will greatly reduce stress. If maternity pens are used, move the cow no more than two days before due 
date. It’s ideal to move the cow when feet are seen. If pre-fresh pens are used, move them 2-3 weeks prior 
to calving. This will give them time to adjust to the new area and diet. Now, looking at bunk space, 80% 
stocking rate of headlocks is ideal. Low rank cows, typically your first lactation animals, need that adequate 
bunk space to transition well. Once over the 80% stocking density, you usually see a loss of 1.6 lbs of milk 
per 10% increase in stocking density. 

Looking at nutrition, farms either do a one group dry cow or a far-off and close-up group. The far-off 
group will have higher intakes and less nutrition density. The close-up group will have smaller intakes, 
but the nutrients will be ramped up to help her prepare for her coming lactation. Either method can be 
effective depending on the farm and their production goals. Body condition is a large factor when looking 
at a nutrition program. The goal is to maintain her body weight. Weight should not be lost and you don’t 
want her to gain more than a .5 body condition score during the dry period. Her body condition should be 
monitored throughout her dry period. When deciding how to feed, the goal is to minimize issues like ketosis, 
retained placentas, milk fever, and metritis. Having adequate amounts of minerals, energy, fiber and protein 
are essential to help her avoid these setbacks. Each farm is different, so consulting with your nutritionist is 
the best method to put an effective nutrition program together for your farm. 

Even though there are many factors that 
impact your cow’s success during her 
transition period, there is no better reward 
than to have a cow move smoothly into her 
lactation. If there are further questions, please 
feel free to contact the Allied Cooperative 
nutrition team to get them answered.  

Importance of Hoof Care 
in Tundra Temperatures
By Katie Swenson, Dairy Production Specialist

Last winter was cold. We had weather 
that my children’s children will hear me 
talking about when I’m old and gray. It 
was so cold that we no longer needed 
to worry about footbaths, right?

While there are some things that we definitely 
need to pass on until the weather improves 
(driving a cab-less in a cutoff, taking hoop 
samples of our alfalfa fields), the footbath 
shouldn’t be one of them. There has been 
research which showed 45% lameness in herds 
that don’t use a winter footbath, compared 
to 15% lameness in herds that use footbaths 
year-round (Sayer). When you tie that back to 
72 minutes of additional bunk time for sound 
cows (Progar), there is a milk response. 

So how do we manage a footbath in the winter? 
The solution can be mixed in warm water, 
delaying the bath from becoming frozen, or a 
dry treatment can be used. A taller footbath can 
also be used; less solution will splash out of a 
10-inch-tall bath when compared to a 6-inch-tall 
bath, reducing the slip hazard around the bath. 
It is best to salt the area around the footbath to 
prevent any slipping.

Whether the season, the ideal footbath will be 10-
12 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 10 inches tall (Cook). 
At this length, there is a 96% success rate of having 
each hoof immersed twice in the solution, which is 
the goal when prevention is concerned. 

It isn’t always easy to keep your cows on sound 
hooves, and each farm will have different goals. 
As always, it is important to set the benchmark 
you want to be at and adjust your program as 
necessary to meet your goals.  
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SAFETY
CORNER 

Wintertime Farm Safety
From the soles of your shoes to the tips of your gloved fingers, this 
advice from a farm safety expert will keep you safe, warm and out of the 
emergency room.

A few extra precautions and good common sense can go a long way during 
the winter months. Nothing is worth someone being injured or suffering from 
damage. An injury or damage event now could be very costly come planting 
time. Each farm is unique, and it takes an individual approach to address common 
hazards. The best way to do that is having a routine way to review your farm 
environment for potential hazards.

Quick checklist  Now would be a good time to walk through your buildings and 
shop with this checklist in hand. Things to look for include:
• Are buildings free of trash, junk or tools in the walkways and work areas?
• Is wiring free of damage and unexposed?
• Are heat lamps securely placed, clean and in good repair?
• Are flammable liquids stored away from sources of heat in ventilated areas?
• Are electrical wires firmly supported or in a conduit?
• Do all workers know how to shut off power in case of an emergency?

It is also time to think about our families and co-workers as the winter weather 
arrives. Common winter incidents include slipping, falling from heights such as 
grain bins or trucks, frostbite, and hypothermia.

Below are five ways to avoid accidents and injuries while working in 
Midwest winter weather:

1. Layer up. Layering clothing to help avoid frostbite and hypothermia, while 
making it easier to shed layers as you enter buildings. Start with a polyester or 
polypropylene shirt, add a wool or down fleece, and then complete the layering 
with a nylon, moisture-resistant jacket. Remove a layer or two when working 
inside for an extended period of time and eliminate any wet layers immediately.

2. Glove up. If you remove your gloves because they are too thick and cumbersome, 
you don’t have the right pair of gloves. Find gloves with good insulation and 
flexibility. Cheap, thin gloves are not enough protection in extreme temperatures.

3. Boot up. Make sure your boots have good rubber soles and traction to handle 
icy patches around the farm. Another good purchase is a rubber traction aid that 
slips over any type of boot or shoe to give you better traction. Don’t forget to take 
time and spread salt or litter on areas around the farm prone to icing over. Keep in 
mind that salt becomes less effective at or below 10 degrees F.

4. Water radar up. Take precautions around farm ponds and lagoons. Make sure 
everyone on the farm, and anyone visiting the farm, knows the location of snow-
covered ponds. Ideally, these should be marked or better yet, fenced off.

5. Hold off. If you don’t have to be outside, don’t go outside. Midwest weather 
can change in 24 to 48 hours, so if the task can wait for lower winds and higher 
temperatures, just wait.  

Most of us think incidents won’t happen, 
until it does or until it happens to a neighbor.  

 

WINTER EMERGENCY KIT:  
A PACKING LIST FOR THE 
SNOWPOCALYPSE
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When you live in Wisconsin or Minnesota, one things for sure, 
when it comes to winter driving, it’s best to be prepared. 
Breaking down, getting stranded and running up against 
a potential emergency is no time to start thinking about 
what you wish you had packed. Make sure you have a winter 
emergency kit on hand for when the going gets rough and 
really, really cold.

There are two goals of a standard winter emergency kit: repair and survival.

If you find yourself in car trouble situation in a populated area, your priority might 
be just to get yourself back on the road. In that case, your kit should include:

• Jumper cables or a jump starter—invest in good quality as they can 
also be used to help others in a bind.

• Snow shovel and salt to dig your way out of a snowbank or icy 
parking spot.

• Ice scraper and brush—if you can’t see, you can’t drive.
• Tire chains (or socks) for better traction.
• Flashlight with extra batteries—breakdowns don’t care what time it is.
• Basic tool set and utility knife for unforeseen small repairs.
• Road flares in case it’s late or traffic is sparse. Keep a few on hand to get 

someone’s attention. 

SURVIVAL MODE
The worst case scenario is that you become stranded with no way to get 
yourself out. Your best bet here is to stay in the car and call for help. If you’re 
in a tough spot to locate, be prepared to settle in and concentrate on staying 
alive. Your kit should include:
• Water—best stored in smaller bottles that are easy to defrost.
• Ways to stay warm—an old coat, gloves, a hat and a sleeping bag or 

blanket could very well be the difference between life and death. You 
cannot depend on your car’s heater for warmth, because (if it even works) 
you run a serious risk of carbon monoxide poisoning.

• Considering most people are found within 24 hours, food is less important 
than water and heat, but it never hurts to have a few high-calorie snacks 
lying around. Choose items you might pack for a day hike.

• First aid kit in case there’s been an injury. You can find them ready-made or DIY.
• Spare phone charger—communication with the outside world is your 

best friend.
No one can guess with certainty if and when a winter breakdown might occur. 
Several of these items are likely already in your everyday emergency kit but 
you really should take the time to winterize your car and be prepared—you 
never know when you might find yourself in need.

For more information on putting together a winter emergency 
kit, chat with a knowledgeable expert at Allied Cooperative’s 
NAPA Auto Parts stores. 



HOW TO REMOVE SNOW FROM YOUR ROOF
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Don’t Apply Too Much
Less is more when it comes to ice melt. Applying excessive amounts of ice 
melt does not speed thawing, can lead to environmental damage and can 
result in excess product being tracked inside. Ice melt residue on hard-
surfaced floors can reduce traction by over 40 percent, which could lead to 
slips and falls within your building. Although a general rule of thumb is to 
use ½ cup of ice melt per square yard, every ice melt product is different, 
so it is important to read the application instructions before using the 
product. Instead of using a scoop or shovel, use a handheld fertilizer 
spreader for small areas and a walk-behind spreader for larger areas to 
make sure that ice melt is evenly distributed. Consider using a product 
with a color additive, which helps with even distribution of the ice melt.

Do Apply at the Right Time
Ice melt should be applied before precipitation freezes or immediately 
after clearing the snow. Shoveling the slush layer from walkways after 
the ice melt has done its job helps reduce concrete damage from water 
absorption and excess thaw/refreeze cycles. 

Don’t Track Ice Melt Into Your Facility
Ice melt tracked into your home can damage floors. To help remove ice 
melt from people’s shoes, use high quality scraper/wiper mats inside and 
outside all entrances.

Do Consider Your Pets
The main ingredient in most ice melt products is either sodium chloride 
or calcium chloride. Both sodium and calcium chloride can irritate a dog’s 
paws or be harmful to the animal if ingested.  A dog’s paws should be 
cleaned after walking outside on snowy days. Even if you don’t see the 
ice melt, it may still be on surfaces. A dog that licks its feet after coming 
inside could experience vomiting or diarrhea.

To keep your dog from ingesting large amounts of ice melt products, 
keep him from eating snow or drinking from puddles. A dog that ingests 
4g (less than 1 oz.) of sodium chloride per 1kg (2.3 lbs.) of body weight 
could die. That would mean a dog that weighs only 4 lbs. would only 
need to eat about 2 ounces of ice melt containing sodium chloride before 
resulting in death.

Don’t Use Ash or Kitty Litter
Ash and kitty litter do not melt the ice. They do provide traction, but only 
on the surface of the snow. They can adversely affect vegetation and get 
into waterways. And they can be messy to clean up when spring hits. 

Do Stock Up!
Finally, remember the last thing you want to do is slip and fall on your 
way to the store. Always keep a supply on hand.  Stop by one of Allied 
Cooperative’s retail locations and make sure you’re prepared to tackle 
this season’s icy roads and walkways.  

Winter can be harsh on your home. From freezing temperatures 
to heavy snow, it’s important to take care of your home to prevent 
additional wear and tear on it’s structure.
One of the biggest threats for a home in winter is snow and lots of it!  The accumulation 
and weight of snow on your roof can wreak havoc on shingles.  Removing snow from your 
roof can help lessen the likelihood of water damage and ice dams to the structure.

Having a roof rake on hand is an easy way to remove snow easily and safely.  With a roof rake 
you are able to extend a shovel across your roof and pull down snow smoothly.  Make sure 
the roof rake you get  featuring has rollers that help prevent 
shingle damage.  You want to make sure the blade never 
touches the roof’s surface.   And don’t forget to wear a hat! You 
don’t want to end up pulling the snow right on top of you.

Another key item for removing snow from your roof is to 
keep roof pucks on hand. Roofmelt Ice Melt is designed to 
eliminate the need to climb onto roofs while melt snow. The 
tablets help prevent roof damage by melting through ice 

dams and allowing water to drain safely. They work effectively in temperatures down to 
-25 degree Fahrenheit.  While safely on the ground toss a Roofmelt tablet onto the roof.  
Roofmelt tablet then melts its way down and settles on the roofs surface.  Roofmelt 
begins to work when it comes into contact with snow and ice, the Roofmelt and water 
mixture begin to melt away the existing ice dam.  The water drains from the roof to the 
ground, the ice dam and snow are safely eliminated.  

Roofmelt is available at Ace Hardware store in West Salem, Tomah Country 
Store and the Adams & Mauston NAPA stores.  Pick some up today!  
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Ice Melt Dos and Don’ts
Winter brings the most picturesque scenes…families playing in the snow, friends around the 
fireplace…but it also brings a rise in weather related problems. Of these, ice and its removal are 
among the most critical. According to insurance industry loss analysis, the average cost of a slip and 
fall injury exceeds $12,000. Slips and falls are much more likely to occur during the winter months, 
and the least expensive way to help reduce the likelihood of these accidents is to use ice melt.

Following are a few do’s and don’ts for dealing with your icy walks and driveways this winter:



EMPLOYMENT  
OPPORTUNITIES

BOARD REPORT
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Check out our blog at: 
alliedcooperative.wordpress.com

As a large cooperative with six divisions and 
multiple locations, Allied Cooperative employs 
a diverse staff in a number of different career 
fields. If you are interested in joining the Allied 
Cooperative team, please visit our website at 
www.allied.coop. There you will find a list of 
current job openings and an application. We 
look forward to hearing from you!

Allied Cooperative’s employees play an 
important role in our success as a cooperative. 
As a cooperative, our core values are teamwork, 
integrity, dependability, efficiency and service 
to others.  If your values match ours, we’d love 
to talk to you about career opportunities with 
our co-op. Come see what Allied can do for you!

For a complete and up-to-date list of openings 
visit www.allied.coop.  For more information 
on any of these openings call (608) 339-3394 
or email humanresources@allied.coop .  

2019 was a tough year for farmers. Between the market and the weather, it was 
enough to test even the most optimistic of farmers.  We are enduring a multi-year 
slump that is pushing many farmers to the brink.  I read recently that America’s 
farmers have weathered a nearly 50 percent drop in net farm income, and the 
largest four-year drop since the start of the Great Depression. That is supposed to 
increase slightly this year, still the median farm income, according to the USDA, 
remains a negative number.  
We’ve seen tough times before. I have been a farmer my whole life, and I know that 
agricultural returns tend to be cyclical in nature. Still the world of agriculture is 
changing and we need to be looking at our operations for things that we can do 
more efficiently and ways to increase our yields and production. That’s why I believe 
that co-op membership is important now more than ever before. The co-op staff 

is working hard to keep up on all of the latest technologies and products that can help improve efficiencies.  
Many farmers that utilized the co-op’s services saw yields this year that far surpassed expectations. Take 
advantage of the knowledge and experience your membership affords.
Every day, policy makers in national, state and district offices make decisions that impact local communities, 
rural businesses, and farmers.  As a cooperative we believe it is critical to serve as advocates for our member-
owners. That’s why we belong to the Cooperative Network, which lobbies on our behalf for legislative issues 
and bills that affect our members. They are talking with our legislators on issues like buying and selling 
water pollution credits, CDL waivers for farm trips, farm tractor roll-over protection grants, “crop insurance 
isn’t income”, transportation overweight limits and more. This is just another way we are working for you.
I know the times have been hard.  But as a farmer I also know that times of crisis are when we should come 
together.  And what better place to come together than at your local co-op. There’s that old saying that says 
“there is power in numbers.” It’s true. We are stronger when we work together. That’s the cooperative way. 
May you and your family have a prosperous New Year! 

Allied Cooperative is currently accepting applications for its 2020 college scholarship program.  Allied Cooperative members and their 
children may apply for one of twelve $1,000 college scholarships to be presented in spring 2020.  
Selection for the scholarship is based on academic performance, extra-curricular activities, community involvement and/or employment, 
and honors and awards.  Applicants are also asked to submit a short essay.  Preference will be given to students pursuing a degree 
in an agricultural related field.  
Scholarship applications must be postmarked by April 1, 2020.  Winners will be notified by the end of May. To request a scholarship 
application, please contact info@allied.coop.  You may also download an application on-line at www.allied.coop.   

Leon Pfaff, 
Board Secretary

Beef Producers, SAVE THE DATES!

2020 ALLIED SCHOLARSHIPS

The Allied Cooperative Winter Beef Meetings will be held on January 21st in Holmen and January 22nd in Adams.  
Watch your mailbox for more information to come! 


